Name of the Service : Marriage
Gender: male
Birth Details:
Date(dd/mm/yyyy): ---------------Time: --------- PM
Place: -----------i
Nearest Place:
State: Maharashtra
Country: India
Question : Dear Astrologer ,
1. In spite of searching for a bride for the last 3-5 years, what is delaying my marriage?
2. When will I get married?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ASTROLOGICAL REPORT :
Dear Sir,
Please find below the abstract of the Astrological analysis based on your Birth chart asper the given birth details.
The Method of analysis: Advanced Stellar and Sublord Theory (KP system).
For your kind understanding:
For Marriage we have to scrutinize the 7th house, its rulers and Venus.
1. If they are connected to 2,5,7,11, happy marriage and marital life is promised.
2. If they are connected to 1,6,10,12,4 marriage is denied.
3. If they are connected to 2,5,7,11,1,6,4,10,8,12 significations, there will be either delay/hurdles/troubles in
the marriage or in the marital life with or without separation.
th

You are Leo Ascendant and your 7 cusp (the starting point of the house) falls in Aquarius at 6 degree 53min and 58 sec.

7th cusp rulers: SATURN the sign lord, RAHU the starlord and also the Sublord.
No planet occupies 7th.
7th lord: SATURN:
Saturn is not only the 7th lord but also the 6th. No planet in its star. Hence it is strongly connected to both 6 and
7.
Saturn is posited in 3 and exalted. It is in conjoined with Mars lord of 4 and 9.
Saturn is in the star and sub of JUPITER and it does aspects Jupiter.
Jupiter the lord of 5 and 8 posited in 4th cusp but closed to 5th in its own sign. It aspects 11. Good.
Jupiter is in the star of Ketu in 4. Not good. It is conjoined with Venus lord of 3 and 10. Mixed results. But Ketu is
in the star of MERCURY the lord of 2,11 in 5. Saturn aspects Mercury also.
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Hence Saturn signifies 6,7,4,5,8,3,10,2,11,5. Mixed significations.
7th cuspal Star and sublord : RAHU: This the deciding factor.
Rahu is posited in 10. Not good.
It signifies 4 through Venus its sign lord and also Mars lord of 9 and 4 through its aspect.
Rahu is in the star of Moon the lord of 12 in 12. This is detrimental.
Rahu is in the sub of Ketu who is in 4 conjoined with Venus lord of 10 and 3. Not good again.
Ketu is in the star of Mercury the lord of 2,11 in 5. This is favorable. This Mercury is aspected by lord of 6 and 7
Saturn which shows both favorable and also hurdles.
Rahu is also the 1st and 11th cuspal sublord and its sublord KETU is the 6,10,12 sublord which is not favorable.
The starlord Moon’s strong position in 12 shows strong affliction . But Moon is in the star of Mercury (2,5,11) is
a supportive factor.

Hence 7th cuspal star and sublord signifies both unfavorable and favorable significations. This
shows hurdles in marriage and marital life.
VENUS: Karaka of Marriage :
It is lord of 3 and 10 posited in 4. Not a good position.
It is conjoined with KETU and gets afflicted.
Venus having no planet in its star is in the star of Mercury(2,5,11) which is good.
Venus is in the sub of SATURN (6,7,3,4,5,8).
Hence hurdles and delay in the marriage and marital life is seen.
RUNNING PERIOD: YOU ARE RUNNING VENUS DASA AND RAHU BUKTHI TILL 8/3/2014.
As discussed above Venus and Rahu are the rulers of your 7th cusp and are showing mixed significations.

PREDICTIONS:
1. As there are severe afflictions to your 7th house significators, there are hurdles in your marriage.
2. The destiny by the 7th cuspal sublord for a happy marriage and marital life is not favorably indicated.
Hurdles in marriage and troubles in marital life are indicated.
3. Your running Venus Dasa though is showing supportive chances for love affairs and marital possibilities,
as the destiny is not much favorable, it could not end up in marriage so far. So the previous periods
which were also supportive could not fructify the event. Hence your search on the bride for the past 3-5
years could not end up positively. The period of 2008 mid to 2009, though there could be some
developments (even some love affairs) but did not end up successfully due to the above said factors.
4. The favorable significators are somehow connected to the unfavorable significators which could not
help.
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5. Though there are hurdles in your marriage, the following periods are showing some chances for your
marriage.
After Jupiter transits in Gemini, say from June 2013 till April 2015, the periods are comparatively better
periods.
Out of this, the following time frames are more supportive.
A) Between June 2013 and dec 2013
B) Between march 2014 and July 2014
C) Between august 2014 and end of 2014
Among the above the (a) and (b) are more supportive as the transit of planets is supportive.
Hence after June 2013, you could find some positive movements which might end in marriage before
mid of 2014.
6. But you must keep in mind that as the destiny is showing hurdles you have to follow the below carefully.
A) You have to find a good chart which has favorable significators to balance your chart. Matching has
to be done properly with proper study on the bride’s chart and not just with the star guna matching
B) Importance to be given only the astrological parameters along with the brought up of the bride and
not on the other parameters like status, money, education etc.,
C) You have to adjust with your wife to run a pleasant life.
D) Conducting marriage in a good muhurtha date which is supportive to both of you is also important.
E) The following Upayas could help :
• Worship lord Shani with offering mustard oil to his temple every Saturday
• Recite the Beej mantra of Mercury every day
• Worship lord guru every day and Jupiter stotra everyday.
• Offer green fodder to cow every Friday.
• Worship lord Lakshmi everyday.
I SHALL PRAY TO SHRIDI SAI BABA FOR A HAPPY MARRIAGE SOON.
GOOD LUCK !
WITH REGARDS
DR.G.K.ADITH KASINATH
“Kp Hora Ratna”
www.bestkpastro.com
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